Our experience of last israelian attack
27 Dec,2008- 22Jan, 2009
INTRODUCTION: 10:20a.m on 27Dec, Sat start israelian bombing with heavy tons
bomb from israelian air army in deference places in Gaza from north to south .
OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY:





Show how the aggressive of the israelian attack .
High number of the Martyrs people .
High number of children Martyrs 32% .
High number of the injured people, 35% children below 16 years old.

MATERIAL & METHOD:
The number of the injured people in this attack 5,650, 25% of the injured people was
dead,10% was arrived to the hospital dead, some of them was cutting in multiple
pieces, 15% was dead after medical intervention.
Some of the martyrs was been in their buildings during the attack, 10% from the
injured people had microscopic shrapnels, with new kind bomb called Dim which
caused late death by gangeran of the injured organs, second reasonof the death
phosphoric bomb which international forbidden & caused number of difficult burn
injury, the third kind of bomb explosive cutting bomb which caused multiple
immediately cutting lower and upper limps 35% from the number of the injury,10%
head injury, 25% abdominal injury, 10% tracheal injury , 15% compound injury, 3%
heart injury, 2% neck injury, some of the abdominal internal organ injury from the
bombing pressure.
RESULTS: long time of our experience give us ability to organize the high number of
injuries, 24 hours working by deference teams. In Al Shifa hospital was occupied
another departments for uncomplicated cases after suregical intervention, some of the
injured cases after emergency surgeical intervention was transfer to Egypt hospitals &
KSA ,UAE, Qatar, Libya, Kuwait, Jordan, Turkey, Iran, Germany and other countries
in the world. Lot of Arabian and foreigner doctors groups from deference countries
arrived to help us with dereference specialties in that period. Some of Arabian states
& foreigner ferinds countries was sent some of emergency materials and medicines.
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION:


In this war Israel used 3,000 tons deference kinds of bombs: phosphoric bomb,
Guided Bomb Units GBU, explosive cutting bomb, vaccume bomb , Dim
bomb all of these bomb are international forbidden.
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Aim of this war for isreal to make high number of Martyrs & injuries with
deference detention & impediment.

1,366 Martyrs since 27/12/2008
437

Thereof kids Martyrs since 27/12/2008

110

Thereof women since 27/12/2008

123

Thereof Elderly since 27/12/2008

14
Thereof Medical Stuff since 27/12/2008
5,650 Injured Palestinians since 27/12/2008
Table(1)Show the numbers of martyrs and injured people
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